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Section-A
1. Answer the following very short atrswer type questions:-

(a) Write formula for Green's function in the form of 0,
(b) Solution of wave equation for n=3 is called.
(c) Write complete integral for Clairaut's equation x - Du + f (Du) = s1a, 11

(d) Write Hamilton Jacobi equation.
(e) Write the relation between tlamitton H and Lagrangian function L.
(t) Write porous medium equation.
(g) Write formula of Gauss theorem for surface integral.
(h) Write Lax oteinik formula,

0 Write Laplace transform for (Sizt - Cost)2

0 Write the valr" of l, 1 (+J
2. Answer the following short answer type questions:-

(a) fina complete integral ofHamilton Jacobi equation.
(b) Define envelope of the function z(u, a)
(c) Write work done by self attracting system.

(d) Find the vatue of t (#)
(e) rua the yalue rr r, (plir)

Section-B 12x5=60
Atrswer long type questions.

3. Derive the fundamental solution ofLaplace equation.
OR

State and prove mean Value property for heat equation.
4. State and prove characteristic ordinary differential equation.

OR
State atrd prove Hamilton ordinary differential equation.

5. For Asymptotic in L- norm proye that there exist a constant C such that

1"0,01 < *
OR

(a) State and prove Hopf Lax formula.
(b) Use separation ofvariables solve the equation ut - L(ur) = o in RN X(O,@)

6. To find the attraction ofthin uniform circular disc at external point lvhose radius
become infinite.

OR
State and prove Poisson equations using normal attraction.

7. Using Laplace Transform to solve (D + Z)zY - 4e-2r , when y(0) = -f and y'(0) - a
OR

Using Fourier transform prove that for u,u e Lz (R")

1a; J*.tf;dx= 6"t[.ay 1u1 o+t- (iy)".t, whereff,tareFourierTransform

1x10=10

2x5: l0


